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Nancy McPeak

From: Lara Weisiger
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 3:09 PM
To: Nancy McPeak; Erin Garcia
Subject: FW: Planning Commission:  In Support of All-Electric Reach Code
Attachments: We sent you safe versions of your files; All electric buildings current examples 6up 
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From: Scott Shell [mailto:Scott.Shell@ehdd.com]  
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 2:44 PM 
To: City Clerk <CLERK@alamedaca.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Planning Commission: In Support of All‐Electric Reach Code 
 
Mimecast Attachment Protection has deemed this file to be safe, but always exercise caution when opening files. 

Dear Planning Commission Members, 
 
On behalf of the 80 architects and staff at EHDD Architecture we are writing in support of an all-electric reach code.  We have been 
designing all-electric buildings around the Bay Area for almost twenty years now and have found them robust, reliable, healthy, and 
cost-effective solutions for our clients.   
 
As electric reach codes emerged two years ago, we met with our colleagues at other firms and our mechanical engineering partners 
and asked if the State of California was broadly ready to shift from gas to electric.  The responses we got back were yes, with few 
exceptions the design and construction industry is ready for this transition.  We began collecting examples of all-electric projects of 
all building types from our firm and from around the state which you can see in the attached slide deck. 
 
There are many robust studies showing the cost effectiveness of building electrification, and we have found that to be the case in our 
practice.  A heat pump provides heating and cooling in one appliance which is lower cost than having two appliances--a gas furnace 
and electric air conditioner.  This eliminates the gas service to the building, the meter, gas piping inside the building, and flues through 
the roof, all reducing cost.  Going to a single utility does not reduce resilience since all modern gas appliances need electricity for 
electronic ignition and controls—they will not work in a power outage. 
 
We have grown increasingly concerned about the very real health impacts of combusting fuel inside homes.  The research shows that 
fossil fuel combustion inside living spaces is not safe and leads to NOx levels that exceed the outdoor legal limits.  The warning 
labels clearly posted on camp stoves and portable generators to not use them indoors indicates the risks of combustion inside our 
homes.   California tops the American Lung Association list of most polluted cities every year.  Buildings emit seven times more 
NOx pollution in California than our powerplants, because unlike powerplants buildings have no pollution controls.  All-electric 
buildings reduce indoor and outdoor air pollution.  It is especially important that housing be all electric to reduce construction cost 
and provide healthy indoor air for everyone.   

 
We are especially concerned that continuing to build new fossil fuel infrastructure will then require expensive retrofits of relatively 
new buildings to meet California’s legislated 2045 climate goals.  This will saddle building owners with disruptive renovations in 
occupied buildings--let’s just build them right to start with.  For the health, safety, climate benefits, and financial savings, we urge 
you to take approve a strong all-electric ordinance. 
 
Sincerely, 
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  Duncan Ballash, President 
Jennifer Devlin, Principal 
Scott Shell, Principal 
Rebecca Sharkey, Principal 
Brad Jacobson, Principal 
 
 

  

Scott Shell FAIA, LEED® AP BD+C, CPHC® 

Principal 

 

Pier 1 The Embarcadero, Bay 2 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

+1 415-214-7277 

 

 

    

                                                                      

 


























































